milliondollar look

[ designer: rhiss interior
project type: 2-bedroom condominium apartment

floor area: 1,000 sq ft ]

Plush hotel-like furnishings exude class and opulence in this
Marina Bay Residences apartment.
TEXT BY Joan Ho | Photography by See Chee Keong

S

tep into this new apartment at the Marina Bay Residences and you will be forgiven if you
thought you had just entered a serviced apartment. Integrating modern, sleek interiors with
warm neutrals and earthy brown tones, designer Brigette Hew of Rhiss Interior transformed
this 1000-sq-ft space into an urban sanctuary that is bound to be the envy of every
urbanite, especially with its spectacular view of the Marina Bay district.
“Modern” and “contemporary” were the two words that guided Brigette in conceptualising
the design of this two-bedroom apartment belonging to a Taiwanese businessman. She
says, “The owner comes back only for short stays and is only in Singapore once in a while.
He’s very fashionable and he wanted his apartment to have a modern feel.”
Clad in furnishings that are in shades of black, white and silver, the living room exudes
elegance that epitomises an upscale and luxurious bachelor pad. The angular lines and
contours of the sofa set, coffee tables and TV console, also hint at a masculine presence.
Cream-coloured cushions on the sofa and a white carpet on the floor, as well as a white
throw on the ottoman seat, add colour and contrast to this space.
To the right of the TV feature panel is a special mirror panel. This stretches across the
wall, leading to the dining area. Specially made with several layers of glass and mirror fused
together, it is etched with vertical lines that run the entire length of the panel, which add
interest to an otherwise plain mirrored surface.
In the dining area, brown-tinted mirrors, which match the chocolate shades throughout the
apartment, give the illusion of space. Light is reflected from a lovely chandelier that hangs
above the dining table. The open-concept kitchen – this suits the owner since he does
minimal cooking – also makes this living space feel bigger.
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Over in the master bedroom, a panoramic view of the Singapore River and business district
awaits. What better view is there to wake up and fall asleep to? On the room’s ceiling is a
tinted black mirror that adds a touch of sophistication and gives the impression of a larger
room. Also notable is the TV feature panel, which is a false wall that has been finished off
with textured wallpaper. To save space and keep the look streamlined, the TV console and
tinted glass ledge above it have been recessed into the panel.
In both the master and second bedrooms, warm earth tones dominate. Wooden parquet
flooring, rugs, curtains and the beds’ cushioned headboards come in various shades of
brown, complementing plush white and cream-coloured bed linen in what is a subtle play of
colours to turn out luxurious, restful domains.
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